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The traditional method of making Borai mitti is a bit different. Actually, a person
takes Borai from the nearest river or pond. The Borai is then put to boil in a vessel
and allowed to cool. Once the Borai has cooled down, it is taken out of the vessel
and, once again, it is allowed to cool. The Borai is then taken out from the vessel
and it is spread over a clean cloth. The Borai is allowed to dry. It is then put into a

clean jar and stored. The next time you go to a beauty parlour, ask your
aesthetician to recommend Multani Mitti for you. It has anti-wrinkle properties. It is
considered more effective than Borai. Though Borai has less sugar, Multani Mitti, on

the other hand, has more. The film is titled Mitti Da Bawa and its story revolves
around a single man (played by Kumar). He is a poor farmer with a family of five.

While the plot comes as something of a change from the regular old man meets girl
‘romance’, we understand that it is a story of one person’s struggles and efforts in
making a living and a happy life. The film is based on our reality. The script is true
to the farmers’ life and everyday struggles that we experience. Comments If you
have problems after using multani mitti, Dr. Deepali Bhardwaj recommends using
olive or rosewood oil for the same. Both the oils are very helpful for oily skin and
also for scar-free skin. Olive oil is an anti-inflammatory while rosewood oil is an

astringent. Dr. Bhardwaj believes that rosa damascena, a healing beauty ingredient,
which helps skin repair itself, may help skin look refreshed. (Also Read: 15 Best Tips

on Cleansing Your Skin )
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